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Growth and Transformation Plan
(GTP) seeks to transform the
economy from a predominantly
agrarian
to
a
modern
and
industrialized economy
o

o

o

o

Provides the medium-term strategic framework
that guides the country’s efforts towards
accelerating GDP growth and employment
creation
Transform Ethiopia to an industrialized economy
and increase the per capita income of its
citizens to middle-income levels by 2025
A policy focused on the development of the
manufacturing sector, through the use of
Industrial Parks (IP) to attract Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI)
As an integral to the achievement of a vibrant
10/23/2015
and competitive

industrial sector

 Growth and Transformation Plan (GTP II) of Ethiopia, and its
industrial development strategy
– The 2nd GTP five-year program and a ten-year perspective plan- both of
which place high emphasis on manufacturing development
– Centered agricultural-based, manufacturing sector-driven and export-led
development
– Growth through the export-driven industrialization strategy
– Focusing on:• Labor and capital intensive manufacturing industries
• Export-oriented and import substituting industries
• Contribute to rapid technology & know-how transfer
• Broad linkages with the rest of the economy
• Use agricultural products as inputs (agro-processing)
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• Ethiopia’s goal is to become a manufacturing powerhouse
• Efforts to add more literate and trainable labor force that can make
Ethiopia more attractive to international firms seeking low-wage
countries
• Ethiopia has made significant progress in expanding access to primary
education, expanding technical capacities of its workforce
• Higher levels of enrollment and improvements in the quality of
education provision at secondary and tertiary education levels to
stimulate the growth of the manufacturing sector
• GoE has developed a National TVET Strategy to improve the quality and
relevance of the TVET system to more effectively address the challenges
of unemployment and low labor productivity
• Introduced special procedures for the manufacturing sector to reduce
customs clearance times for manufacturing-related imports and exports
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▪

▪

Over the next 10 years, Ethiopia
aims to create 2 million
manufacturing jobs to develop
the manufacturing sector by
four-fold.

▪

Ethiopia aims for a four-fold
growth in manufactured
exports during the coming
decade.

▪ 35 public universities with over

Massive expansion technical
colleges, technical schools,
technical centers (600)

▪ Goal of training up to 1 million
every year.

400,000 student. 70 % in
engineering, technology and
naturals sciences.

EXPORT

▪

The development of industrial Parks
is critical

▪

▪

On track to generate about 12,000
megawatts of power by 2017

3 industrial parks are under
construction by IPDC and 7 are
planned to be constructed within the
next 5 years. From private 1 is
completed 3 are under construction

▪

Developing a 5,000 kilometers of
railway network

▪

Integrated air and sea transport and
logistics infrastructure

Over 20 million square meters of
factory buildings

▪

New Airport building & Expansion of
existing Airports

▪
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• To bundle efforts and facilitate this transformation the GoE puts
special focus on sectors thought to maximize the country’s
endowment and comparative advantage in the manufacturing
sector
– Agro-processing industries
– Textile and garment
– Leather and leather products industries
– Sugar and related industry
– Chemical industries
– Pharmaceutical industries
– Metal and engineering industries
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• Agro-industries account for
the largest share of
manufactured goods
• Create positive climate for
agri-business
• 17 agro-industrial corridors
are delineated across the
country
• FS and B-plan for 4
Integrated Agro-Industrial
Parks (IAIPs)
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• 80 Rural Transformation
Centers (RTCs)
• IAIPs will host many large
foreign and domestic
companies
• GoE budgeted US$300
million for on-site and offsite infrastructure
– Diageo: growing our partnerships
with barley farmers
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•
•
•
•

Developments of the four IAIPs require
870 million USD
Create investment opportunities for > 400
companies
Expected to generate > 800,000
employment opportunities in short term
The Model links the IAIPs to RTC

Rural
Transformation
Centers

IAIPs are
Spatial
Clustering
of AgroValue
Chain

Utilities &
Services
Agro tourism
Wellness &
Nutrition
Common
Infrastructure

Production
Modern Farm Clusters
Green Houses
Livestock farms
Mushroom Nursery

IAIP

Agribusiness

Mgt. Trg. Inst
Convention Center
IT/ Library
Training Center

R
&
D

Commissaries &
Packaging

Terminal Markets
Logistics

Commercial
Complex

Trade
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FP Zones
R&D
Incubation
QCL

Cold Stores
Ripening Chambers
Warehousing

Rural
Transformation
Centers

Rural
Transformation
Centers

Rural
Transformation
Centers

Selection Criteria:
Production potential
Triggering effect
Infrastructure
Market potential
Access to support
services
Attractiveness for
investors
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• High raw material potential,
low wages, lower energy
costs
• Ethiopia grows world’s finest
cotton over 125,000 ha
• Govt working towards
expanding cotton plantation
• Textile is considered as
number one priority sector
by the Industrial
Development Strategy
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A number of foreign garment companies have
invested/are licensed to operate in Ethiopia
– Ayka
– PVH
– Tesco

- ASDA
- Jiang Lianfa Textile
- Primark - H & M

GoE working towards promotion of investment
Increase the supply of raw materials (natural and
manmade fabrics)
Enhance the skill of the workforce
Improve trade logistics
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•

Resource endowment-largest livestock in Africa and 9th in the world
– Cattle- 53.99 million , sheep and goats- 49 million, equine -9 million, camel – 1 million
– Provide 2.7 million tons of hides, 8.1 million tons of sheepskins, 7.5 millions tons of goatskins

•
•

•
•
•

Leather and leather products value chain-one of the most successful sectors
In 2012/2013, over 68.33 million square meters of leather was processed into
footwear for both domestic and international markets
Development of commercialized livestock sub-sector
Target: to increase in exports of leather products from US$170m (2012) to
US$1.4b (2020)
Feasibility study finalized to establish Mojo Leather City (MLC)
– Many companies can be clustered at the MLC

•

Factories currently operating with significant FDI
– Huajaian Shoe Factory located in Eastern Industrial Zone (EIZ)
– Taiwan’s George Shoe Factory in Bole Lemi Industrial Zone
– Pittards
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•
•
•
•
•

GTP- I targets full utilization of the existing capacity of local pharmaceutical and
medical supplies manufactures
Raise the share of domestic market held by local manufacturers to 50%
Increasing trend for new foreign investments in the sectors
Parallel investments in expanding effective health care coverage have improved
health indices and have resulted growing demand for health commodities
GTP-II (2015-2020):
– Annual pharmaceutical market is estimated to be US$400 to US$500 million
growing at an impressive growth rate of 25%
– Demand drivers:
• Steady economic growth
• Improvement in the delivery of health care
• Introduction of social health insurance coverage
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• US$8.6 billion budgeted for the next 5 years
• Increased educated population=higher
demand for health care
• Urbanization-which concentrates people in
areas with to medical facilities
• Supportive regulatory frameworks (loans,
biomedical instruments, zero-tariffs on raw
materials)
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•

Demand drivers encourage
international pharmaceutical
companies to invest in Ethiopia
•

•

•

Cadila, Julphar, GlaxoSmithKline (GSK),
Sandoz and Hikma Pharmaceuticals

Local manufacturers have limited
product portfolio (they supply only 90
of the more than 380 products on the
national essential medicine list
National Strategy for Pharmaceutical
Manufacturing
Development
in
Ethiopia (2015-2025)
–
–
–
–

Assist pharmaceutical companies to
increase the number of players
Improve access to medicine through quality
production (GMP Roadmap)
Human resource development
Attract FDI in the pharmaceutical sector

• Leveraging the PFSA to offer
long term supply contracts
local producers
• Encourage cluster
development and production
of active ingredients

• Machineries, equipments,
tools, accessories, spare
parts (engineering and
fabrication)
• Metal and steel
manufacturing industries
• Automotive industries
(localization)
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• Petro-chemical
industries
• Special chemicals
(construction chemical)
industries
• Alcohol-based chemical
products manufacturing

• Bio-technology
industries
• Electrical and electronic
products manufacturing
• ICT hardware
equipment and
software production
• Packing and packaging
industries
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•

•

•

•
•
•

Industrial zones/parks to provide
with good basic infrastructure and
inexpensive land
GoE- IZs will catalyze industrial
sector development + help access
global value chain
Funding for IZ comes from private +
public sources
GoE has invested considerable
funds into industrial parks
Bole Lemi IZ (I) hosts 100 large
foreign companies
Ethiopia targets US$1b annual
investment in industrial parks over
the next decade to boost exports
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•
•

•

•

•

The GoE to invest haf of the US$10b
needed for IZs
National legal framework - Industrial
Parks Proclamation (establishment,
development, operation, management,
regulation of IPs)
Low-carbon green industrial parks
(climate friendly infrastructure +
investment generation)
Ethiopia’s eligibility to market access
(AGO, EBA, GSP etc)+ low cost labour
have encouraged companies to
relocate their factories
Ethiopia is one of the 2 countries
chosen by UNIDO for Inclusive and
Sustainable Industrialization

• GoE is implementing an industrial parks (IP) development
program to address investment-climate-related issues to land
access, infrastructure, and logistic and customs processes, and
to further the attraction of FDI
• Plan to develop industrial parks
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NO

NAME OF
PARKS

SITE & LOCATION

LAND SIZE IN
HECTARE

CLUSTERS

1

BOLE LEMI I

ADDIS ABABA

156

Apparel

2

BOLE LEMI II ADDIS ABABA

186

Textile & Apparel

3

KILINTO

ADDIS ABABA

337

Food Processing, Pharmaceuticals, House appliance,
electronics and electrical

4
5

HAWASSA
DIRE DAWA

SOUTH 275 KM
EAST 473 KM

300

Textile & Apparel

1500

Textile & Apparel, Food Processing, assembly

6

NORTH-EAST 380 KM

700

Textile & Apparel, Food Processing

7

KOMBOLCH
A
MEKELLE

NORTH 760 KM

1000

Textile & Apparel, Food Processing, Assembly

8

ADAMA

SOUTH EAST 74 KM

2000

Textile & Apparel, Food Processing

9

BAHIR DAR

NORTH-WEST 578 KM

1000

Textile & Apparel, Food Processing

10

JIMMA

SOUTH-WEST 346 KM

500

Textile & Apparel, Food Processing
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 Ethiopian Investment Commission
 Ministry of Industry through
•
•
•
•
•
•

Textile Industry Development Institute
Leather Industry Development Institute
Metal Industry Development Institute
Chemical and Construction Input Industry
Development Institute
Meat & Dairy Industry Development
Institute
Food, Beverage and Pharmaceutical
Industry Development Institute

 Industrial Parks Development
Corporation
 National Kaizen Institute
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 Ethio-Telecom
 Ministry of Foreign Afais
 Ethiopian Immigration and
Nationality Affairs Main
Department
 Ethiopian Revenue and Customs
Authority






Ethio-Telecom
Ministry of Foreign Afais
Ethiopian Immigration and Nationality Affairs Main Department
Ethiopian Revenue and Customs Authority
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing Human Resource Strategy Plan
2015-2025
Meat Industry Development Strategy Plan
2015-2025
Honey Industry Development Strategy Plan
2015-25
Spices Industry Development Strategy Plan
2015-2025
Fruits and Veg. Industry Development Strategy
Plan 2015-2025
Dairy Industry Development Strategy Plan
Pharmaceutical Industry Strategy Plan 20152025
Cement Industry Development Strategy Plan
2015-2025
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction Material Industry Development
Strategy Plan 2015-2025
Coffee Processing Packaging Factory Feasibility
Study
Sesame Processing Packaging Factory Feasibility
Study
Corn Processing Factory Feasibility Study
Bottle Packaging Factory Feasibility Study
Paper Packaging Factory Feasibility Study
Plastic Packaging Factory Feasibility Study
Label Factory Feasibility Study
Metal Packaging Factory Feasibility Study
Textile Accessories Factory Feasibility Study
Leather Accessories Factory Feasibility Study

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
Contacts
BUSINESS DIPLOMACY DIRECTORATE-GENERAL
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
P.O. BOX 393
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA
TEL: +251115506931
FAX: +251115514300
E-MAIL: mfa.ecobusi@ethionet.et
WEBSITE: http://www.mfa.gov.et
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